Newsletter: June 2017
Proud to serve industrial marking needs for 3-years
When I started Leading Marks in June of 2014 it was exciting, frightening and everything entrepreneurs prepare for (and some
things they don’t!) Over the last three years I have researched and chosen vendors and products that are current with innovative
solutions and supportive staff. This includes global names in the marking and traceability arena. Some I’ve known for years and
others only more recently.
There have been the customer relationships that have followed me over my 30+ years in the marking industry, and others I’ve
met through inquiries made to my vendor partners. Others I have sought out recognizing the marking and traceability options in
the line offer process improvements, economical efficiencies and insure traceability. (Continued on page 2…..)

Labeling On-Demand

Casting Industry:
Simplify Pattern Labeling

Cembre MG3 is a revolutionary new
approach with a high-speed flatbed printer
using thermal transfer technology to
produce identification and labeling media
for cables and tubing, panel building
components, terminal blocks, and
equipment of all types. Windows based,
the high resolution MARKINGENIUS MG3
prints mono-color True Type fonts, while
also reproducing Clipart images, drawings
and bitmaps down to very small
dimensions.
It’s worth the time for an on-site
demonstration of the unit.

Get more information here:
http://www.leadingmarks.com/wpcontent/uploads/2017/01/Cembre-MG3Leaflet.pdf

Pre-printed Labels

Stop making your pattern labels for
variable details one character at a time.
Leading Marks offers a one Impact
Package that embosses foil tape with
hammer like impact with legends such as
date codes, heat numbers, lot or batch id,
order numbers, or other critical data.
Available as manual stand-alone systems,
and automated for high volume labeling
needs, the packages provide:
• Better legibility
• Quicker label creation
• Cost-savings of material
Call to get samples to test in your
operation today.

Pre-printed labels make branding
simple, and allow OEM’s to include
safety and warning decals to meet
industry specifications. Optional
materials and adhesives allow the
identification to be applied and
retained to survive a variety of
environments, and apply to a wide
range of substrates. Tamper-evident
options are available for security.
Along with human-readable serial
numbers, 1D and 2D barcodes, , can
be added for complete product
traceability.
Equipment to print in-house on
demand is also available.

Get more information here:
http://www.leadingmarks.com/marking
/foundry/

Get more information here:
http://www.leadingmarks.com/mar
king/methods/labeling/
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My first sale through Leading Marks was a simple rubber stamp arrangement
from a company I was introduced to by a networking contact – and the
contact was a financial investment advisor that recognized I could help his
client. It only strengthened my commitment to be more involved in every
networking opportunity my schedule would permit.
Organizations like National Tooling & Machining Association, American
Foundry Society, the Pennsylvania Chamber of Business & industry, and the
Young Professionals in Energy have all offered meaningful opportunities to
connect with peers and prospects, allowing time to learn, to have fun, and
most of all to establish a reputation for solving problems. Some of the events
allowed me to help introduce young children to the magic of manufacturing.
After all, that’s what I love – seeing how things are made!
Over these last three years I have helped organizations upgrade their
marking technologies: dot peen to laser marking, ink markers and stencils to
handheld computer-controlled ink devices, blanket contracts for pre-printed
labels, and paper reports for inspections to mobile apps extending reporting
from management to customer specific access.
No matter how large or how small a project was, it is with heartfelt
gratitude that I take this opportunity to say thank you for your confidence
in me, and allowing me to help in your quest for a marking & traceability
solution. My interaction with you on these projects allowed me to gain
insight to other manufacturing challenges. And I value the lessons I have
learned, the information you have shared, and most of all for becoming not
only my customer, but my friend.
The one lesson I have learned is that “Traceability” is not an isolated need for
any one particular industry. Traceability pertains to assets, and assets are
defined by the organization, and the process. The asset has attributes that
help define and track through the various process to help organizations
capitalize on the information captured for delivery updates, insure stock
availability, confirm proof of delivery, proof of work, and a multitude of
other aspects that minimize an organizations risk.
Should you be considering a project with me now, I hope to gain your trust
and partner with you to implement the solution. Should you be considering a
new marking or traceability project – give me a shot!
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